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Following last November’s election, pollsters and pundits immediately focused on
voters’ concerns with “moral values” as the primary explanation for President
George W. Bush’s four-percentage-point, 34-electoral vote victory. This
explanation found support in exit polls conducted on Election Day; the National
Election Pool (NEP) national exit poll found that a plurality of respondents (23
percent) claimed that “moral values” comprised the most important factor
influencing their voting preference. Although no single issue drew a majority of
support, more respondents chose “moral values” as their primary issue than
chose “economy and jobs” (21 percent), terrorism (15 percent) or Iraq (14
percent).2
Table 1 – Top Issues Among Voters in the 2004 Election by Age Group
All
Voters Age:
Voters
18-24
25+

Top Issue
Taxes
Education
Iraq
Terrorism
Economy/Jobs
Moral Values
Health Care

5%
4%
15%
19%
20%
22%
8%

8%
8%
14%
15%
21%
23%
6%

Source: Author’s Tabulations from the National Election Pool National Exit Poll 2004.

5%
4%
15%
19%
20%
22%
8%

According to the NEP national exit poll, 69 percent of the moral-values voters
age 18-24 (henceforth, MVVs) reported voting for President Bush, while only 29
percent said they voted for John Kerry. This figure represented the largest
percentage of voters who preferred Bush on any particular issue, in contrast to
the young voters who selected the economy and the war in Iraq as “most
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important.” These voters chose Kerry over Bush by more than a 2-1 margin
(see graph 1).
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However, among
American young adults (ages 18-25), the party divide among MVVs is not as
immediately apparent as it is among older Americans. According to the National
Youth Survey4 released by CIRCLE in January of 2004, 48 percent of young
Democrats claimed that moral issues were a very important5 consideration when
forming their candidate preference, while the same percentage of Republicans
did so. (Unlike the exit polls, the National
Youth Survey did not force
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Some might consider the
number of young Democrats
who consider moral values
“very important” surprising, as
young people tend to maintain
a more secular and more liberal
lifestyle than their parents, and
religiosity and conservatism
have long been considered
predictors of moral valuesbased voting.6 However,
though they are less likely to
identify with traditional
definitions of faith, young
people still maintain an internal
spirituality and a keen
sensitivity to moral issues.
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Trends in moral-values voting
also emerge not only between young people and the generations that preceded
them but also within the young adult population itself. The youngest
respondents in the 2004 National Youth Survey (15-17 year olds) reported
slightly higher levels of importance of moral issues than the older respondents
(23-25 year olds), although
the difference was not
Graph 4: Importance of Moral Issues in
statistically significant.
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Graph 5: Percent of Young People Claiming
Tolerance and Discrimination as "Very
Important", by Age Group
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What Makes Moral Values Important to Young People?
Adults consider moral
values important for a
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According to the National Youth Survey, born-again young evangelical Christian
voters are more likely than others to report that moral values are important to
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them; however, in
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marriage (mean =
2.75) and support for
gay adoption (mean = 2.74) than non-born-again young people (gay marriage
mean = 2.26; gay adoption mean = 2.27)10, both care equally about social and
moral issues such as abortion, teen pregnancy, and discrimination.11
Although both religious and non-religious young people reported placing similar
importance on moral values, the religious makeup of voters has continued to
change. While only six percent of those born before the Baby Boom reported
that they were either atheist, agnostic, or held no religious preference, 23
percent of the
members of
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Although both nonreligious and highly
religious college
students cite moral
values as important,
there are striking
differences between
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their respective definitions of moral values. Highly religious college students of
any faith are more than four times as likely to report being “conservative” or
“far right” in their political beliefs, while less-religious college students are more
than twice as likely to report holding “liberal” or “far left” views. Gaps between
highly-religious and non-religious students manifest themselves on issues such
as casual sex (only 15 percent of highly religious students condone it; while 67
percent of non-religious students do), legalized abortion (23 percent vs. 77
percent), marijuana legalization (19 percent vs. 49 percent) and homosexual
relations (53 percent of highly religious students favor a ban, while 16 percent
of nonreligious students do).
However, on one moral issue, religious students support a more liberal agenda
than non-religious students (see graph 8). Highly religious students are more
likely than nonreligious students to support a ban on the death penalty (36 to 30
percent).
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From these findings, it is obvious that conservatives and organized religious
groups do not have a monopoly on young MVVs, especially among those who
currently attend college. So what causes other young people, the more liberal
and less devout, to become MVVs? Despite not being religious, many young
people claim to maintain a significant spiritual aspect of their lives.15 Although
only 40 percent of college students believe it is essential or very important to
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“follow religious teachings in everyday life,” nearly twice that number “have an
interest in spirituality” (80 percent) or “search for meaning or purpose in life”
(76 percent). It is these non-religious yet spiritual students who account for
many of the more liberal of the MVVs. Compared to highly religious students,
highly spiritual students are more likely to have a 'compassionate self-concept,'
to be involved in charitable organizations, to have an 'ecumenical worldview,'
and to possess a 'caring ethic' (see graph 9).16 Even many of those who are
neither spiritual nor religious possess strong moral convictions and express their
support for ideals of tolerance and equity.
Tolerance as Defining Youth Characteristic
The defining moral characteristic that separates today’s youth from older
generations may be their increased tolerance for other religions, races, and
sexual orientations.17 Two-thirds of students disagree with the statement that
“people who don’t believe in God will be punished,”18 while nearly as many (63
percent) say they care greatly about issues of discrimination and prejudice.19
Even among people age 15-25, the youngest are more likely to support legal
recognition for homosexual marriages and are more likely to favor gay rights,
although the differences are not statistically significant.
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